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Motivated by the search for a good notion of a “selfdual” object in a symmetric 
monoidal category, we give an abstract notion of commutative separable algebra in 
a symmetric monoidal category Y, such that when dr is the category of modules 
over a commutative ring k we obtain the usual commutative separable algebras. 
Developing the calculus based on such an abstract notion we are able to prove that 
the dual category of separable algebras in any compact closed, additive category 
with coequalizers is in fact a boolean pretopos. We apply this result to give a simple 
characterization of the categories of continuous representations of profinite groups 
in discrete finite dimensional k-vector spaces. Finally we show that the same 
calculus can be applied to symmetric monoidal categories of relations to give an 
essentially algebraic characterization of such categories. 0 19% Academic PWS, IW. 
INTRODUCTION 
Tannaka’s problem is well known (see, e.g., [CH, SRI): given a group 
G and the symmetric monoidal category Rep,(G) of finite dimensional 
representations of G over a field k, how to reconstruct G from Rep,(G)? 
The answer he gave is the following: let 
RepkW 
be the strong monoidal functor which assigns to each representation of G 
the underlying vector space and let Enda be the monoid of the 
monoidal endotransformations of wG. Due to the compact-dosedness of 
k-Vect$, one has that End@(o,) = Aut@(o,) and there exists a canonical 
homomorphism G -+ Aut@(o,); then one can prove that this homo- 
morphism is in fact an iso when G is compact in the continuous case, in 
particular when G is finite, or when G is algebraic. 
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What is not completely satisfactory in such a way of reconstructing the 
group is that it is strongly dependent on thefunctor oG and not just on the 
category Rep,(G). Even without looking for particular counterexamples, it 
is clear that if we want to avoid ambiguities we have to reconstruct not just 
the group G but, at least when G is finite, the whole topos Sg,, ofpermutation 
representations of G as a subcategory of Rep,(G) by means of the free 
vector space functor : 
Then standard category theory will tell us how to reconstruct G and 
the whole situation will be completely determined, since the functor 
wG: s,“,-6, can be proved to be essentially unique, provided it satisfies 
nice exactness conditions. 
Following such a program we can consider the simplest possible case, 
i.e., when G = 1. In this case what we have to reconstruct is the topos of 
finite sets out of the category of finite dimensional vector spaces ! And it is 
quite clear that if we solve the problem for G = 1 we can solve it for all 
(finite) G, using what we know of the categories of linear representations 
of finite groups. 
The above kind of situation often occurs in mathematics and the general 
picture is the following: we have a. ‘flinear’: category Y, we know &hat there 
is a topos d of “sets” embedded not fully in ~3 which supports the linear 
category 8 in some nice way, and we ask how to reconstruct 8’ out of 2. 
Clearly such a question is the first one we should answer before asking 
ourselves a more ambitious question: can we elementarily characterize the 
class of linear categories we are interested in, in terms of structures (such 
as a symmetric monoidal closed structure) and of properties (such as 
additivity) that a linear category can have? Clearly the first basic class of 
such categories is the categories k-mod of modules over a commutative 
ring k. 
The case of a commutative ring can be usefully generalized to the case 
of a cocomplete symmetric monoidal closed category Y, which means 
looking at the bicategory B = V-Mod of V-categories and V-profunctors 
between them. Again the base topos of sets is embedded in B and the 
problem of recovering it arises. We will discuss this kind of generalization 
with the simplest possible example, namely that of the cocomplete 
symmetric monoidal closed category 2 of “truth values.” 
In the following we want to illustrate the idea, which goes back to 
Grothendieck, that the notion of a commutative separable algebra should be 
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the answer to such kinds of questions. Clearly we need to have a notion of 
commutative separable algebra abstract enough to be interpreted in any 
symmetric monoidal category. Such a notion has already been worked out 
(see, e.g., [DM-I, M]), but something more should be done if we want to 
prove properties of the category of commutative separable algebras in 
the abstract setting, as for instance that the dual of the category of 
commutative separable algebras enjoys good exactness properties. 
After introducing in Section 1 our abstract notion motivated by the 
search for a good notion of selfduality and after investigating the first basic 
properties, we show in Section 2 that such a notion agrees with the classical 
one in the category of projective modules over a commutative ring. In 
Sections 3, 4, and 5 we develop the calculus based on our abstract notion 
to prove that the dual category of commutative separable algebras in any 
compact closed, preadditive category with coequalizers is a pretopos. In 
Section 6 we show that if the category is additive then the dual category of 
commutative separable algebras is a boolean pretopos, and we apply this 
result to give a simple characterization of categories of continuous 
representations of profinite groups in discrete finite dimensional k-vector 
spaces, k being a separably closed field. In Section 7 we extend our abstract 
notion to the case of symmetric monoidal categories enriched over ordered 
sets and we show that this provides an essentially algebraic characterization 
of categories of relations. 
In working in a symmetric monoidal category we will forget associativity 
and identity isomorphisms; we will denote by I the identity of the tensor 
product and by cX,,. the symmetry isomorphisms; composition will be 
written diagrammatically. 
1. DUALITY 
Recall that the category k-mod of semimodules over a commutative 
semiring k is a symmetric monoidal closed category (the identity I of the 
tensor product being k itself as l-dimensional semimodule) and that the 
functor “free k-semimodule” 
F:Y-,k-mod 
is strong monoidal: F(Xx Y) N F(X) 0 F(Y) and (*) N_ I; thus the diagonal 
and the terminal maps in Y give rise to a cocommutative coalgebra 
structure on F(X): 
F(X) “x, F(X) @ F(X), F(X) -2 I. 
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Hence the functor F factors through the category CCoalg, of cocom- 
mutative coalgebras: 
Y 4 CCoalg, 
and one can prove that F factors fully and faithfully provided k has no 
nontrivial idempotents (see [WI). But now, how can we recognize the 
coalgebra structure on F(X) arising from the diagonal in sets among all 
other possible ones? Clearly F(X) has another canonical structure, namely 
that of a commutative, associative, and distributive multiplication, 
F(X) Q F(X) 2 F(X), 
given by pointwise multiplication and having an identity 
iff X is a finite set. These two structures relate to each other in the following 
way: multiplication V x and counit T, compose to produce a bilinear form 
(trace), 
.zq,) : F(X) @ F(X) 2 F(X) 2 I, 
which tries to be the counit for an adjunction F(X) -+ F(X), proving that 
F(X) is a strong selfdual object (for the abstract notion of duality in a 
symmetric monoidal category see, e.g., [K-L]), and in fact it is when X is 
finite, the unit being 
qFtx): 12 F(X) ox, F(X) 0 F(X) 
and the adjointness equations 
(lQr)(EQl)=l=(r101)(1QE) (Cl 
being satisfied since one can easily check that the following equations hold: 
(l@a)(o@l)=on=(a@l)(l@V). CD) 
The easy proof that Eqs. (C) follow from (D) and the unit and counit 
equations for multiplication and comultiplication are left to the reader. 
Notice also that Eqs. (D) hold as well when X is not finite, the only 
obstruction in proving Eqs. (C) being then the lack of the unit of the 
multiplication. 
So, the free k-semimodule functor F: Y + k-mod factors through a full 
subcategory of CCoalg,, namely the one determined by those cocom- 
mutative coalgebras for which there exists a multiplication satisfying axiom 
(D). Notice that: 
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LEMMA 1. In any symmetric monoidal category V, if a coalgebra 
(A, a, T > admits a multiplication V : A @A + A satisfying axiom (D), 
then V is associative. 
ProoJ From axiom (D) and the counit we have: 
o=?‘~3(l@T)=(L~@l)(l@Vl-)=(l@L)(oT@l). 
Hence 
(V@l)V=(l@~I@l)(VT@1@1)(~@1)(1@~T) 
=(1~~~1)(1~1~~~1)(VT~1~1~1)(1~C7T) 
=(1~~~1)(1~~~1~1-)(101010oT)(oT01) 
=(l@~@l)(l@l@VT)(l@~)(VT@l)=(l@V)~ 
Further evidence of the power of axiom (D) is that for a cocommutative 
coalgebra to admit a commutative multiplication D satisfying axiom (D) 
is a property rather than a structure, provided the following axiom holds: 
LEMMA 2. In a symmetric monoidal category -Y a cocommutative 
comultiplication A-% A@ A can admit at most one commutative multi- 
plication A@ A --% A satisfying axioms (D) and (U). 
ProoJ: Suppose that D ’ is another commutative multiplication on A 
satisfying axiom (D) and (U); then: 
o,a=o’aoa=(nol)(loo’)(nol)(loo) 
=(n@l)(n@l@l)(l@loo’)(l@o) 
=(A 01)(c,,,01)(10C,4,,4 )(nolol)(lotoo’)(lOo) 
= (a 0 lk4@‘4;A (a@l@l)(l@l@o’)(10o) 
=CA,A(l@n)(n@l@l)(lol@o’)(loo) 
=c,,.(nol)(loo)=c,,,on=on. 
Hence composing with ~3 and using axiom (U) we get V ’ = V . 
Another useful consequence of axioms (D) and (U) is given by the 
following : 
LEMMA 3. In a symmetric monoidal category V if a commutative 
multiplication c7 : A @ A -+ A admits a coassociative comultiplication 
f!~ : A -+ A@ A satisfying axioms (D) and (U), then LJ is cocommutative. 
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ProoJ: 
Remarks. (1) Notice that axiom (U) holds for the pointwise multiplica- 
tion and the diagonal map on the free k-semimodule F(X) over any 
commutative semiring k. 
(2) Let us stress that the above lemmas can be dualized in the sense 
that if we interchange multiplication with comultiplication in the 
hypotheses then the conclusion with the same interchange holds. 
(3) In Lemma 2 coassociativity has not been used in the proof and 
cocommutativity cannot be avoided as can be shown by the example of the 
algebra of matrices. 
2. COMMUTATIVE SEPARABLE ALGEBRAS 
One can now ask a deeper uniqueness question: given a symmetric 
monoidal category Y, how many cocommutative coalgebra (resp. algebra) 
structures are there on each object A for which there exists an algebra 
(resp. coalgebra) structure satisfying axioms (D) and (U)? When -Y is 
k-mod, k a commutative ring, the answer is provided by the following 
THEOREM. In the symmetric monoidal category of projective k-modules, 
those commutative k-algebras (A, U, I ) for which there exists a coalgebra 
structure (A, a, T ) ,satisfying axioms (D) and (U) are precisely com- 
mutative separable k-algebras. 
ProoJ: The proof is fairly straightforward if we assume the general 
definition over a commutative ring k given in [DM-I]. According to such 
a definition a k-algebra (A, V, I ) is separable if there exists a “comulti- 
plication” a : A -+ A@ A satisfying axiom (U) ,and which is a left 
A@ A”-module homomorphism, which is equivalent to axiom (D). So, 
using the above lemmas we only have to show that such a comultiplication 
has a counit T: A --f 1. First notice that a separable algebra A which is a 
projective module is also a finite dimensionaz k-module (see, e.g., [DM-I, 
p. 471); hence A has a strong dual A *. Define the counit as the trace of the 
multiplication V 
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(qA and sA being the adjunction maps for the dual object of A); we need 
to prove a(1 @T) = 1; using axiom (D) we get: 
a(l@T)= n(l@l@~)(l@V @l)(l@c,,,,)(l@s) 
=(lor)(aolol)(lo~ol)(loc,,,*)(10E) 
=(loY)(Q01)(ao1)(10c,.,,)jlO&). 
Now, using axiom (U), duality equations, commutativity, and again axiom 
(D) we get: 
Remarks. (1) Notice that the unit I does not enter in the proof 
and that by defining the transfer of a comultiplication n on a finite 
dimensional projective k-module A as 
I=I--% A@A* *@’ ,A@A@A*=A@A*@A 108 + A 
we can prove mimicking the above theorem that if A is equipped with a 
commutative multiplication Q satisfying axioms (D) and (U) then J- is the 
unit of V. Hence for finitely generated projective modules both unit and 
counit can be deduced from V, a, the axioms (D) and (U), and com- 
mutativity. On the other hand the existence of unit and counit and just 
axiom (D) imply that A is finite dimensional projective, since the argument 
of Section 1 shows that A has a strong dual, ‘namely A itself. 
(2) Axiom (D) has already appeared in the literature without axiom 
(U) and without any connection with separable algebras; however, it was 
observed that it implies selfduality (see [L, p. 15 11). A Frobenius doctrine 
is an endo-l-cell A in a bicategory -Ir equipped with a monad structure 
(A, V, I ) and a comonad structure (A, n , T > satisfying four equations 
which when V has just one object, i.e., is a monoidal category, reduce to: 
481/136/Z-16 
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Easily one has that axiom (D) implies the above equations. Conversely, 
oa=o(l@l)(n@l)(l@o)=(l@l~l)(l@o)(a@l)(1@V) 
=(1@1@1)(a@l@l)(l@l@o)(l@o) 
=(1@1@1)(n@l~l)(l@V@1)(1~V) 
=(((~01)(~01)(10~))01)(10~J=(~01)(10~), 
and similarly V n = (10 D )( V 0 1). Notice that two of the four equa- 
tions are redundant and that commutativity has never been used. Also, 
from the example of [L] it seems appropriate to name axiom (D) (without 
axiom (U) and without commutativity) as the “Frobenius” axiom, even if 
it has been independently discovered in another context in [C-W]. 
We conclude this section with the following 
DEFINITION. Let 9’” be a symmetric monoidal category. A commutative 
separable algebra in V is an object A equipped with a commutative algebra 
structure (A, V, 1) and a cocommutative coalgebra structure (A, n , T ) 
satisfying axioma (D) and (U). 
The above definition is a bit redundant since from the lemmas and 
remarks of Section 1 it follows that it is enough to ask for associativity and 
commutativity of one of the two structures. Half of axiom (D) is also 
redundant since in the presence of commutativity and cocommutativity one 
of the two equations can be deduced from the other. Notice also that the 
notion of a commutative separable algebra is disjoint from the notion of a 
bialgebra [S, p. 511, since if an object A has a commutative separable 
algebra structure which also satisfies the equations for a bialgebra, then A 
must be isomorphic to the identity I: from the equations VT =T@T, 
I n = I @ I, T = 1 of a bialgebra, and axiom (D) it follows easily 
using Eqs. (C) of Section 1 that T and I are inverses to each other. 
However, axioms (D) and (U) force the remaining axiom V n = 
(A $3 a )( 10 c~,~ @ l)( V @ D ) of a bialgebra, since using commutativity 
and assciativity we get: 
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3. ABSTRACT GALOIS THEORY 
Recalling the fundamental theorem of Grothendieck Galois Theory that 
the dual category of the category of commutative separable algebras over 
a field k is equivalent to the topos of continuous representations in linite 
sets of the profinite fundamental group of k, the natural question arises of 
giving an abstract proof of such a theorem. In other words, if V is any 
symmetric monoidal category and if Sep(Y) is the category of com- 
mutative separable algebras in V, when is it possible to prove that the dual 
of the category Sep(V) is a Galois category (see [SGA-l]) or at least is a 
pretopos (see [SGA-4, exp 6])? Clearly to prove such a theorem we have 
to develop the calculus based on our abstract definition of commutative 
separable algebra and we first clarify some consequences of the duality. 
Given a symmetric monoidal category V we consider a new category 
Sep,(V) whose objects are commutative separable algebras in Y and 
whose morphisms are just morphisms of Y; when Y is the symmetric 
monoidal category of projective k-modules, k a commutative ring, then 
Sep,(Y) is the category of commutative separable k-algebras and hear 
maps between them. Clearly W= Sep,(Y’) is a symmetric monoidal 
category since one can easily verify that the tensor product of two com- 
mutative separable algebras is again a commutative separable algebra, and 
is canonically endowed with the following structure: 
DEFINITION 1. A well supported compact closed (WSCC) structure on a 
symmetric monoidal category W is given by four maps on each object X, 
and 
I,: 1-t x, V,:XQX-+X 
T,: X-+1, A,:X--+XQX, 
satisfying the following axioms: 
(1) (X, B x, I,) is a commutative monoid object and (X, n x, T, > 
is a cocommutative comonoid object; 
(2) the monoid and comonoid structures on a tensor product are 
pointwise (i.e., D xB Y = (1 Q cx, Y @ l)( O,@ V y), etc.) and the ones on J 
are both the identity; 
(3 ) multiplication and comultiplication satisfy the following equa- 
tions: 
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Given a wscc-structure on a symmetric monoidal category YY, let 
Map(w) be the category of comonoid homomorphisms and let Alg(q) be 
the category of monoid homomorphisms. We will denote comonoid 
homomorphisms with lowercase latin letters and we will call them “maps.” 
Notice that if ~9’” is Sep,(Y) then Alg(%‘J is the category of commutative 
separable algebras in Y and Map(P) is the category of commutative 
separable algebras in V but with morphisms the coalgebra homomorphisms. 
THEOREM 1. If W is a symmetric monoidal category equipped with a 
wscc-structure, then :
(1) Map(W) has finite products and Alg( %‘“) has finite sums; 
(2) the definitions 
R.Sgf a,(R@S)V., Tx,r~fTTXIY 
give to each horn-set @‘“(LX, Y) the structure of a commutative monoid; 
(3) W is compact closed and canonically the involution (-)“I 
W + Wop is the identity on objects; 
(4) tf R : X--f Y is a comultiplication homomorphism then 
(R@l)V=(l@R”) VR; 
(5) I”=T and V”= A; 
(6) tff : X -+ Y is a map as well as a monoid homomorphism then f is 
an orthogonal isomorphism, i.e., ff a = 1 and f “f = 1; in particular 
G,r= CY,Xl 
(7) iff : X + Y is a map which is invertible in W, then f -’ = f ‘, and 
hence f is invertible in Map(P); it follows that f is in fact in Alg(?F); 
(8) ifA:X-+Xisanendomorphismsuch thatA.A=A=A.l,then 
A is a symmetric idempotent and a comultiplication homomorphism. 
Proof (1) One can show easily that Alg(%‘“) is again a symmetric 
monoidal category. Moreover, V x and I, are algebra maps: just repeat 
the proof that in commutative rings the multiplication and the unit maps 
are ring homomorphisms. The statement about Alg(YY) follows now from 
the known argument that in commutative rings the tensor product is the 
categorical sum. As for Map(w), just dualize the previous argument. 
(2) Obvious: the commutative monoid equations for the product so 
defined on each horn-set follow from the same equations for the 
( LI, V, T, I )-structure on each object. 
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(3) It is well known [K-L] that a symmetric monoidal category $6’” 
is compact closed when each object X has an adjoint X* in the bicategory 
with one object whose horn-category is W; that is, there are two maps, 
q,y: I-+X@X” and &./:X*@X+I, 
satisfying the equations 
(loy)(Eol)=l and (Y@l)(l@&)=l. ((2 
In our situation the obvious candidates for y and E are 
qx=zA X2 XQ Y and ep-XQX> XTX- I. 
It is straightforward to verify that q and E so defined satisfy the Eqs. (C): 
basically this follows from axiom (3) plus unit and counit axioms. So, W 
is compact closed and there is a natural bijection 
(-)^ : W(ZQX, Y) -+ W(Z, YQX), 
whose inverse we denote by (-) “, defined for ZQX--% Y, Z& YQZ, 
by: 
(JoA = (1 Qrlx)(RQ 1) and (S)” =(s@l)(l@FX). 
Naturality in Y and Z means 
[(HO l)R] A = H(R)^ and (HQ 1)s” = (Is)” WI) 
and 
(RK)^ = (R)^ (KQ 1) and S”K= [S(KQ l)] “. W2) 
Moreover, if R : X + Y is any arrow, by defining 
R”=(l.Orlx)(l.OROIX)(~yOIX): Y-+X 
we can prove that we get an involution on W which is the identity on 
objects, i.e., a functor (-)” : W -+ Wop which is the identity on objects and 
satisfies (R”)” = R. More, we can prove that the bijection (-) * is natural 
also with respect to the variable X: 
[(l@S)R]“=(R)” (108’). Ws? 
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(4) We have: (Rn)” = (I?@ l)(n)“, by naturality, and again by 
naturality: 
[n(ROR)]“=[n(l@R)(R@1)]“=[a(l@R)]”R 
=[~(l@(R”)“)]” R=(i@R")(A)" R. 
Thus if R is a comultiplication homomorphism and if (A )” = D we get 
the statement. But: 
(5) Easily one has I0 = T. As for the second equation, using the 
definition of the involution, instances of axioms (1) and (2), and 
associativity of D we can compute V” as 
since the two middle factors commute we can apply axiom (3); then using 
functoriality of the tensor product we can apply the unit axiom of V so 
that the last expression reduces to 
now, using commutativity of V and n and coherence conditions of the 
symmetry isomorphisms, this last becomes 
since (n@l)(l@l@n)=(l@n)(LI@l@l), we can apply naturality 
of symmetry isomorphisms to get 
(10 -L)(lO A) cxc3x,x (l@~I@l)(V@l@l)(T@l@l), 
which by axiom (3) and the counit axiom gives 
(10 -Lx1 0 A) cxsx,x( v 0 1); 
now using commutativity of B and LI and coherence conditions of 
symmetry we can prove that 
(10 a) cxc3xx (~ol)=(lOn)(~ol); 
thus by applying once again axiom (3) and the unit axiom we get fI. 
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(6) Iff : X + Y is a map then f is a comultiplication homomorphism; 
hence by (4) (f@ 1) V = (1 of”) Of; since f is a monoid homomorphism 
if and only if f” is a map then the same equation holds for f ‘; now, f” is 
a counit homomorphism; hence f is a unit homomorphism; thus 
and since alsof” is a unit homomorphism, we get 
1=(I~1)C7=(If0~1)~=((I~1)(f001)~=(~01)(1~f)~f0 
=f(i@l) Of”=ff”. 
The last sentence of the statement follows now because one can easily show 
that cx, y is a map and a monoid homomorphism. 
(7) If f : X-+ Y is an invertible map then 
l=Lt(f-‘f@l)V=A(f-‘@l)(f@l)o=n(f-’@l)(l@f”)Vf 
=A(f-‘@f”)of=n(f”@f-‘)Vf=n(f”@l)(l@f-’)Vf 
=f”a(lOf)(lOf-‘) Vf=f”f; 
hence f -’ =f ‘. 
(8) From the definition of the local product we have 
An=a(loA)Va=n(loA)(nol)(l@o)=a(n,@A)(l@V) 
=n(ao1)(1010A)(10V)=n(l~n)(l~l~A)fl~V) 
= A(l@A); 
from commutativity of a it follows that A n = ~5 (A 0 1) as well. Now 
Q(A@A)= n(l@A)(A@l)=An(A@l)=AAn; 
hence 
A=n(A@A)V=AAnQ=AA, 
so A is idempotent as well as a comultiphcation homomorphism; thus 
A= .b(A@l)V = a(l@A”) DA=A”A; 
hence A=A”. i 
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Remarks. If f: X--P Y is a map or more generally just a comultiplica- 
tion homomorphism, then the following projection formula holds for the 
local product in W(X, Y): 
fOR.S=f”(R.fS) 
and dually: 
Rf.S=(R.Sf”)$ 
(2) Notice that the tensor product in W can be reconstructed from 
the Cartesian structure of Map(W) and the local product in W, since one 
can easily show that 
RQS=(PSP”)~(PRP”), 
where the p’s denote the appropriate projections. 
COROLLARY. In any symmetric monoidal category V” the dual of the 
category of commutative separable algebras is isomorphic to the category of 
commutative separable algebras with morphisms the coalgebra homomorphisms. 
4. THE GALOIS CATEGORY OF A SYMMETRIC MONOIDAL CATEGORY 
DEFINITION 1. Let Y be a symmetric monoidal category; the Galois 
Category of V is the category Gal(T) of commutative separable algebras 
in 9’” and coalgebra homomorphisms between them. 
The aim of this section is to prove that under suitable hypotheses on Y 
the category Gal(V) is a pretopos. Using the machinery developed in the 
last section it will be enough to prove the same statement for the category 
Map(W), where W is a symmetric monoidal category equipped with a 
wscc-structure. First we investigate the left exactness of Map(W), which 
reduces to investigating the existence of equalizers, since we have already 
proved the existence of finite products. 
DEFINITION 2. Let W be a symmetric monoidal category equipped with 
a wscc-structure. W is said to be functionally complete if for each 
endomorphism A : X -+X such that A.A=A=A.l, there exists a map 
i : X’ --f X such that ii” = 1 and i”i = A. 
Remarks. (1) It is easy to see that the splitting of A given by i and i” 
is unique up to a unique isomorphism which is also a map: it is enough to 
show that if j is a map such that Jo = 1 then j” is a comultiplication 
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homomorphism. Hence ij’ is also a comultiplication homomorphism; 
moreover, if joj = A then ij’ is a counit homomorphism: ij0 T = ij”jT = 
ii”iT=iT=T. 
(2) Let us call coreflexiues the endomorphisms A of X which “think” 
that the identity arrow 1 X of X is the unit for the local product in w(X, X) 
and which are idempotents for the local product; call Car(X) the set of 
such endomorphisms. Then Car(X) is a commutative submonoid of the 
monoid ?&‘“(X, X) with respect o composition. In particular if A and B are 
two coreflexives then A . B = AB. 
LEMMA 1. Let W be a symmetric monoidal category equipped with a 
functional complete wscc-structure. Then : 
(1) Map(w) is left exact; 
(2) a commutative square qf =gp is a pullback in Map(w) $7’ 
qqO mgg” = 1 and pf’ =g”q; in particular a map i is a mono in Map(w) $ 
and only if ii” = 1 in W. 
Proof. (1) We just need to show that Map(w) has equalizers. First 
observe that if R is an endomorphism of X then the endomorphism 
A= 1. R has the property that 1. A = A, since the local product is 
associative and axiom (U) can be stated in terms of the local product as 
I . 1 = 1. Now, let f, g : X-+ Y be a parallel pair of maps and consider the 
endomorphism of X given by A = 1. fg”. From the above remark it follows 
that 1 . A = A ; and A . A = 1 . fg” - fg”, again from commutativity of the 
local product and axiom (U); hence: 
So, A satisfies the conditions of the functional completeness axiom and 
there exists a map i such that ii” = 1 and Pi= A; i is the equalizer off, g 
in Map(w). First notice that A is symmetric; now using the projection 
formula [Sect. 3, Remark 21 we get 
&= (1 .fg”) g= g-f, 
Af= A”f=(l -gf”)f=f-g. 
Hence if= ig. If h : 2 -+ X is a map such that hf = hg, then consider x = hi”; 
x is a map, since 
xn =hi”n =hni”n(l@iiO)=hn(io@io)= n(x@x), 
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using [Sect. 3, Theorem l(4)] and the fact that ii” = 1; and 
x~=hi”T=hi”iT=hn(lOfg”) VT= A(h@hfg”) VgT 
= a(h@hgg”) VgT=hn(l@g)(l@g”) VgT 
=hA(g@g) VT=hgT=T. 
So, x is a map and easily one has that xi = h; x is also unique since i is a 
mono; thus Map(W) has all finite limits. 
(2) From the definition of products and equalizers in Map(W), a 
pullback of 
X-%Z~Y 
is a splitting (i, i”) of the coreflexive A = a (1 Op,pf “p”y) V; hence 
putting i= a(g@q) we get 
l=ii”= a(g@q)(g”@q”)V =gg”.qq”. 
Now an easy computation shows that 
A=(aol)(lOpf”Ol)(lOO), 
from which 
but again it is not hard to show that 
(g”O@) on(gOq)=(nol)(lOg”qOl)(lOV). 
Now precomposing with (I @I 1) and postcomposing with (1 @T) and 
using the definition of the involution we get (pf”)” = (g”q)“; hence 
Pf o =g”q* 
As for the converse, if g and q are two maps satisfying the stated 
equations it is easily seen that i = /I (g @ q) is a map such that ii” = 1 and 
i”i = A so that n (g @ q) is the equalizer of pXp and p Y f; hence gp = qf is 
a pullback. fl 
COROLLARY. If V is a symmetric monoidal category in which idem- 
potents split then Gal(V) is left exact and the forgetful functor 
Gal(V) --t V preserves monomorphisma 
ProoJ We need to prove that W = Sep,(Y) satisfies the functional 
completeness axiom. Let X be a commutative separable algebra of V and 
let A : X-+ X be an endomorphism of X in Y” satisfying A . A = A = A . 1. 
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Then A is a symmetric idempotent and let X’ f X 5 x’ be a splitting of 
A in Y; we need to show that X’ has a commutative separable algebra 
structure for which i is a coalgebra homomorphism and p = i”. Using the 
fact that a splitting of A is an equalizer or a coequalizer of the pair A and 
1 and that A (A @ A) = A A as well as that A = A” (see Sect. 3, Theorem 1 
(8)), we can prove that there exists a unique comultiplication A ’ on X’ for 
which i is a homomorphism and a unique multiplication V ’ on X’ for 
which p is a homomorphism. Easily one has that they are associative, 
commutative, and satisfy axiom (U). Equation (D) for A’ and 6/ ’ can be 
proved as follows: first observe that i is also a multiplication homo- 
morphism and similarly that p is also a comultiplication homomorphism; 
then 
o’n’=o’ipa’=(iOi)C7n(pOp)=(iOi)(aol)(loo)(pOp) 
=(iA@i)(p@Vp)=(A’@l)(i@i@i)(p@p@p)(l@V’) 
=(A’@l)(l@V’). 
Define now the counit T’ as T’ = iT and unit I’ as I’ = I p; it is 
straightforward to prove the needed equations. Finally, let us show that 
p=i”: 
since (see the proof of Sect. 3, Theorem l(8)) A (A 0 1) = A A. 1 
To reach the goal of proving that Gal(V) is a pretopos we will use 
stronger assumptions on V. In the case of the category of finite dimen- 
sional vector spaces the following theorem is usually proved using the 
existence of a separable closure of a field. 
THEOREM. Let V be a compact closed category with coequalizers; 
then Gal(V) is an exact category and the forgetful functor Gal(V) -+ -Ir 
preserves monomorphisms and coequalizers. 
ProoJ: To show that Gal(V) is an exact category in the sense of Barr 
[B] let us first recall that Gal(V) is left exact by the previous lemma; so, 
we can say what an equivalence relation 
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is in Gal(V): it is a jointly manic pair (which can be expressed by 
fI (rorg Q rl r;)) V = 1 using the wscc-structure on W = Sep,(Y)), which is 
rej7exive (i.e., there exists a map p : X-P R such that pr, = 1 = prI), sym- 
metric (i.e., there exists a map CJ: R -+ R such that or,,=rl and orI =rO), 
and transitive (i.e., there exists a map r : R xX R -+ R such that zrO = rbro 
and zrl = r;, rb and r; being the projections R xX R -+ R from the pullback 
of r,, and rl in Gal(V)). Now let 
be the coequalizer of rO, rl in V. Certainly Y has a unique cocommutative 
coalgebra structure ( Y, A, T) for which p is a homomorphism and p is 
the coequalizer in coalgebras; we need to show that ( Y, A, T) is in fact 
a commutative separable algebra. Since Y is closed, then for any Z the 
diagram 
is a coequalizer diagram. Since r,,, r1 is a rejlexive pair also 
is a coequalizer diagram. Consider now the arrow 
(riQry)V : XQX-+R; 
we want to show that such an arrow coequalizes r,, Q r,, and rl Q rl; due 
to the characterization of pullbacks in Gal(V) contained in Lemma 1 it is 
enough to show that in any left exact category a pullback of (r,, x rO) and 
(rO, rI) is as well a pullback of (rI xrl) and (r,,, r,), which can be easily 
checked using that (rO, rl) is a symmetric and transitive relation. So, a 
fortiori the arrow (ri Q r;) VT coequalizes r,, Q rO and rl Q rI ; hence there 
exists a unique arrow 
E’: YQ Y-1 
such that (p Qp)e’ = (rg Q ry) VT. Easily one can prove that the following 
equations are true: 
n’&‘=T’ and (a’Ql)(lQ~‘)=(lQn’)(s’Ql) 
(using reflexivity for the first equation). By defining V ’ = (A ’ Q I)( IQ a’) 
one can prove as in [LA] that n ’ and V ’ satisfy axioms (D) and (U). 
Using now that V is compact closed, we can conclude as in the theorem 
of Section 2 that the above structure on Y is a commutative separable 
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algebra structure. It remains to show that the kernel pair of p in Gal(Y) 
is ( rO, r1 > and that coequalizers are stable under pullback. Since 
(pp”@l) VT=(p@p) VT=(r;@ry) VT=(r;r,@l) VT, 
from compact closedness we get pp’ = rirl ; since ( rO, rl ) is manic, the 
characterization of pullbacks in Gal(Y) mentioned above ensures that the 
kernel pair of p is (r,,, rl ). As for the stability of coequalizers in Gal( v ), 
first observe that from their definition and the closedness of -Y- it easy to 
see that they are stable under products; hence it is enough to show that 
they are stable under pulling back along monos. So let 
be a pullback diagram in Gal(Y)), where q is a regular epi and f’ (hence g) 
is a mono. First observe that p is an epimorphism in V (hence in Gal(Y)): 
let x, y be morphisms of 9” such that px =py ; then g*px = g”py ; but from 
the characterization of pullbacks in Gal(Y) we get g”p = qf’, so that 
qf’x = qf’y ; recalling the construction of regular epis in Gal(Y), we have 
that q is an epi in Y, hence fox =f”v ; finally, since S is a mono in Gal(-tr )? 
i.e., ff” = 1, we get x = y. So Gal(Y) is a left exact category in which for 
every object X the equivalence relations on X correspond bijectively to 
quotient objects of X and a pullback of a regular epi is an epi; it is quite 
easy to prove that in any such category every arrow factors through a 
regular epi and a mono. Let p’i =p be the factorization of p into a regular 
epi followed by a mono in Gal(T); since i is a mono, i.e., ii” = 1, we have 
that p’ = pi”; since pi”i = p’i =p and p is an epi in “Y-, we have Pi = 1; hence 
p is a regular epi. m 
Remarks. (A) The hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied by the 
following examples: 
(1) Y is the category k-Vec$, of finite dimensional vector spaces 
on a field k. 
(2) Y is the category Rep,(G) of finite dimensional linear 
representations of a finite group G. 
(3) Y is the category of motifs M(k), which is compact closed and 
is abelian module the standard conjectures in Algebraic Geometry (see 
CSR, MN]). 
(B) In the following examples the hypotheses are not verified; 
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however, we can still prove under different assumptions on V that Gal(V) 
is an exact category: 
(1) The classical Galois Theory has been generalized in the 
direction of considering an arbitrary commutative ring k as the ring of 
coefficients (see, e.g., CM] and the reference there). The obstruction here is 
the following: a commutative separable algebra in k-mod is certainly a 
finitely generated projective module and the category V of such modules 
is compact closed, but does not have coequalizers. Y has the splitting of 
idempotents, so that Gal(V) is left exact; about the exactness, we can 
observe that in the proof of the theorem above the assumption that Y is 
compact closed can be weakened to just closedness and still we will be able 
to prove something, namely that every equivalence relation in Gal(Y) has 
a coequalizer in cocommutative coseparable coalgebras; this last notion 
means a cocommutative coalgebra for which there exists a (unique, com- 
mutative) multiplication satisfying axioms (D) and (U) (see e.g., [LA] or 
[M], where it is called locally strongly separable algebra). Such a notion 
corresponds to the infinite Galois Theory and could be developed abstractly 
by defining Gal(w) f or any symmetric monoidal category -Ilr to be the 
category of cocommutative coseparable coalgebras and coalgebra 
homomorphisms between them and proving that under suitable hypotheses 
on w the category Gal(w) is actually a Grothendieck topos. These 
hypotheses on w should be the ones true for YV = k-Mod, namely that V 
is a closed cocomplete category and that the subcategory V of YV deter- 
mined by strongly dualizable objects is a generating category for ?Y in an 
appropriate sense. In developing such an abstract theory it could be useful 
to notice the remarkable resemblance of the infinite Galois Theory with the 
abstract theory of partial maps as developed in [C] as it has been useful 
to notice the resemblance of the ordinary Galois Theory with the abstract 
theory of relations developed in [C-W]. 
(2) Other symmetric monoidal categories which do not satisfy the 
hypotheses of the theorem are the categories of relations and of sup-lattices. 
However, our abstract theory applies as well if we consider other properties 
that such categories have and it will be done in the corresponding section. 
5. MATRICES 
To prove that the Galois Category Gal(Y) of a compact closed category 
V with coequalizers is a pretopos we need to consider another property 
that V can have, namely that 9’” is also preadditive. Certainly the’first three 
examples mentioned in the remarks at the end of the last section satisfy 
this condition. We will use the technique of considering the category 
%‘- = Sep,(V) equipped with the canonical wscc-structure: 
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LEMMA 1. If Y is a (compact)-closed symmetric monoidal category 
which is preadditive, then W” = Sep,(V) enjoys the following properties with 
respect to the canonical wscc-structure : 
(1) W is preadditive ; 
(2) the injections i,: X -+ X@ Y are maps and projections 
px : X0 Y -+ X are algebra homomorphisms. 
Proof. If (X, LJ, V, T,-L) and ( Y, LJ ‘, T’, T’, 1’) are commutative 
separable algebras of V, then the direct sum X @ Y has a unique com- 
mutative separable algebra structure for which the injections are coalgebra 
homomorphisms and the projections are algebra homomorphisms: just 
define the comultiplication on X@ Y as the unique arrow induced on the 
direct sum by ~3 (ix@ ix) and a (i, 0 i y); similarly for the counit; the 
multiplication and the unit can be defined in the same way using the 
projections. Associativity, commutativity, and unit axioms are easily 
checked as well as axiom (U). To prove axiom (D), first observe that 
injections are also multiplication homomorphisms (ix@ ix) V = B ix, since 
composing both sides with projections we get equal morphisms 
(ix@ ix) VP,= (i,px@ ixpx) V = V = Vi,p,, 
using that additivity implies i,p,= 1; 
(ixOi,)~p.=(i,p.Oi,p.)~ =(Ox,yOOx,y)‘J =O,,.v 
=o xB~,~oru =OxBxuy= ~ixPyy 
using that additivity implies that the composite ixp y is the zero arrow 0, y 
and that closedness implies that tensoring preserves zero maps. In a similar 
way we can aiso prove that projections are comultiplication homo- 
morphisms. From this one easily has 
(PxixOpxix)(~ 0 l)((lO u ) = (pxC3px)(A 0 I)(1 0 v )ixO ix) 
= (pxOpx) V A(i,O ix) = Vpxix A, 
and similarly with p yiy; now adding both sides of the two equations an 
using that additivity and closedness imply that 
(P~~~OPxi~)+ (pyiyO~yiy)= 1, 
we get axiom (D). So, W has biproducts such that injections are maps and 
projections are algebra homomorphisms. Notice that due to the closedness 
of Y, the zero object 2 of V has a unique commutative separable algebra 
structure, so that is also a zero object in W. t 
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The above lemma motivates the following: 
DEFINITION 1. Let w be a symmetric monoidal category equipped with 
a wscc-structure. The wscc-structure on w is called distributive if: 
(1) w is preadditive; 
(2) injections ix : X-, X@ Y are maps and projectionsp, : X@ Y -+ X 
are algebra homomorphisms. i 
LEMMA 2. Let 94” be a symmetric monoidal category equipped with a 
distributive wscc-structure. Then : 
(1) Map(w) has finite sums stable under products; 
(2) if W is functionally complete, then in Map(w) the initial object 
is strict, the injections are mono, and the sums are disjoint and universal. 
ProoJ: (1) It is enough to show that the codiagonal 6, : X@ X-, X is 
a map and the sum f 0 g of maps is a map. This is a straightforward 
calculation, since to prove the needed equations it is enough to show that 
composing with injections on both sides of the equations we get equality; 
this follows by the condition requiring injections to be maps. So Map(w) 
has sums. Stability of sums under products means that the canonical arrow 
l@i, ( ) 10 iz : (X@Y)~(X@Z)-+X@(YOZ) 
is invertible in Map(w). But this arrow is a map and is invertible in -ly 
since w is (compact)-closed; hence by Section 3, Theorem l(7) we get that 
it is invertible in Map(V). Finally the initial arrow 0, : Z + X is easily 
seen to be a map, so that Map(V) has an initial object Z and with 
considerations uch as the above ones we can see that the canonical arrow 
Z + X@ Z is invertible in Map(w). 
(2) First notice that projections are the opposites of injections: 
i”=(IA@l)(l@i@l)(l~VT)=(lA~l)(ip~l@Ql)(l@’VT) 
=(l.xl)(i~l)(A@1)(1@V)(l~T)p=(I@l)(i@1)Vp 
=(I@l)(ip@p)V =(I@l)(l@p)V =p(l@l)V =p. 
We can also see easily that the opposite of the initial map 0, : Z -+ X is the 
terminal map so that the zero arrow 0, y : X + Y is 0, y = OgO y. Now, if 
the wscc-structure of w is functionally complete, then Map(w) is left 
exact and by the characterization of pullbacks of Section 4, Lemma l(2) it 
is immediately seen that injections are mono (ixiS;r = 1 ), sums are disjoint 
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(ixi”y = O>O.), and similarly that the initial object is strict. As for the 
universality, since sums are stable under products, it is enough to show 
that sums are universal along monos. This can be shown by a tedious but 
straightforward computation which uses besides the previous remarks, the 
remaining equation of additivity, namely i$i, + i”,i, = 1. Q 
The following theorem sumarizes all the matter so far developed: 
THEOREM. Let Y be a symmetric monoidal category; then: 
(1) Gal(V) is isomorphic to the dual category of the category of 
commutative separable algebras in V; Gal(Y) is a Cartesian category and 
the forgetful functor Gal(V) -+ Y reflects isomorphisms; 
(2) if idempotents split in V then Gal(V) is left exact and the forget- 
ful functor preserves monomorphisms; 
(3) if V is closed and preadditive, then Gal(Y) has finite sums stable 
under products and the forgetful functor preserves them; if, moreover, idem- 
potents split in V, then Gal(V) is a left exact category with finite sums 
which are disjoint and universal and it has a strict initial object; 
(4) if V is a compact closed category with coequalizers, then Gal(V) 
is an exact category and the forgetful functor preserves coequalizers; hence 
from (3) if Yf is also preadditive, then Gal(V) is a pretopos. 
6. GROUP REPRESENTATIONS 
Let G be a profinite group, let k be a field, and let Rep;(G) be the 
category of continuous representations of G in discrete finite dimensional 
k-vector spaces. Recall that a representation of G in a discrete vector space 
V is continuous if the stabilizer of each vector of V is an open subgroup of 
G. We will show that the theory so far developed provides a precise charac- 
terization of such categories. 
To reach such a goal we first have to prove a further property that the 
categories of the form Gal(Y) can have for convenient -Y’s, namely the 
one given by the following: 
THEOREM 1. If Y is a compact closed, additive category with (co)- 
equalizers, then Gal(V) is a boolean pretopos. 
Proof. Booleaness of Gal(Y) can be proved as follows. Since -tr is 
compact closed, we have an involution (-)* and denote by q and E the unit 
and counit arrows; then notice that the bilinear map VT : X0 X 4 I gives 
rise to an isomorphism CI~ :X-+X* = (10 y)( VT@ l), so that given a 
481/136/Z-17 
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subobject i : Y 4 X of X in Gal(V) we can define the subobject Yl of X 
orthogonal to Y as the kernel of the composite a,i*. Notice that the CI’S are 
natural, i.e., R”a = aR*, so that j: Yl -+X can also be described as the 
kernel of i”a and, a being invertible, also as the kernel of i”. Now, i” is a 
split epi in 9’“; hence by the usual arguments that can be carried out in 
additive categories, the diagram 
is a split short exact sequence, so that there exists an arrow p : X-+ Yi for 
which jp = 1 and pj+ i”i = 1 (just consider the arrow t = 1 - i”i, observe 
that ti” = 0, and deduce that there exists a unique p such that pj = 1 - i”i), 
thus exhibiting X as the direct sum of Y’ and Y. We only need to show 
that Y’ has a (unique) commutative separable algebra structure for which 
jisamapandp=j”: the fact that ji’ = 0 will then imply that j is a comple- 
ment of i in Gal(V), due to the description of limits in Gal(T) (see Sect. 4, 
Lemma l(2)). 
Since j= ker(i”), p = coker(i), and since i is a comultiplication 
homomorphism, using that tensoring preserves the zero arrows, we get that 
there exist unique arrows A ’ and V’ such that 
pAI= A(P@P) and Olj= (jOj)O; 
similarly, since ipJT = 0 and Ipji” = 0, there exist unique T’ and I’ such 
that 
pT’ = p/T and l’j= lpj. 
To show that j is a comultiplication homomorphism as well, first observe 
that using the distributivity of the tensor with local sums we get 
A = A[(i”i+pj)@(i”i+pj)] 
= A [(i”i@i”i) f (i”i@pj) + (pj@ i’i) + (pj@pj)] 
= A(i’i@i”i)+ A(i”i@pj)+ A(pj@i”i)+ A(pj@pj) 
= A(i”@i”)+ A(pj@pj), 
since the two middle terms vanish, as can be seen using the functoriality of 
the tensor and the results of Section 3, Theorem i(4), (5). So, using that i 
is a mono in Gal(V), so that i” is also a comultiplication homomorphism 
(see Sect. 4, Remark (1)) and that p is a comultiplication homomorphism, 
we get 
jA =jA(i”i@i”i)+jA(pj@pj)=ji”A(i@i)+jpA’(j@j)= A’(j@j). 
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Finally, to show that j is a counit homomorphism first notice that 
pT’=pjT=(l-i”i)T=T-PT, 
since i is a counit homomorphism; hence, 
T’ =jpT’ =jT -ji”T =jT. 
Now the equations for a commutative separable algebra structure on Y’ 
are easily checked as well as p = j’. 1 
Now recall that from Grothendieck Galois Theory we know that if k is 
a separably closed field, then Gal(k-Vect$,) is equivalent to the category of 
finite sets; i.e., each finite dimensional vector space V over k has an essen- 
tiuZZy unique commutative separable algebra structure, so that modula the 
choice of a basis for Y a commutative separable algebra structure on Y 
must be isomorphic to the one described in Section 1. 
LEMMA 1. If k is a separably closed field then the k-Vect enriched 
category Rep”,(G) equipped with the forgetful functor 
i 
w? 
k-Vect,,-, 
enjoys the following properties: 
(1) Rep;(G) is a compact closed, exact (thus abelian) category and oo 
is an exact, faithful, strong monoidal functor; 
(2) the objects equipped with a commutative separable algebra struc- 
ture in Rep;(G) generate; 
(3) tf X is an object equipped with a commutative algebra structure, 
then the vector space of equivariant maps k -+ X is spanned by the finite set 
of coalgebra homomorphisms k + X. 
Proof Everything being standard, we only need a few comments on 
items (2) and (3). If 
(a:G+Aut(I’)) 
is a representation of G in the k-vector space V, then n v, T,, V y, 1 v are 
equivariant maps iff for each g E G the automorphism ag of V is an algebra 
and a coalgebra homomorphism; but this precisely means that a, is 
induced by a permutation on the basis of V, so that the Galois Category 
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of Rep;(G) is equivalent the topos of continuous representation of G in 
finite sets. 
If T = (M : G + Aut( V) ) is a continuous representation of G then let B = 
{u 1, . . . . v”} be a basis of V and consider for each ui the stabilizer Hi of vi; 
since the representation is continuous, the Hi are normal subgroups of 
finite index of G; so let Gi be the finite groups Gi = G/H,, let U be the finite 
set U= { (Cul, i> I Cul E Gi}, and let X be the vector space generated by 
U; X is nothing but the sum Cr=, F(G,) in Rep;(G) where the F(G,) are 
the free vector spaces on Gi equipped with the action induced on the basis; 
so G acts on U by multiplication on the first component and consider X 
equipped with the induced (continuous) action; let p : X+ V be the linear 
map whose definition on generators is p( [u], i) = a(u)(v,) gf uvi; r is well 
defined, since if u N U’ (mod Hi) then U-‘u’ E Hi so that u-lu’ri = zli, hence 
uuI = ~‘0~; easily one verifies that p is equivariant; clearly p is surjective, 
since it has a splitting s defined as s(zii) = (1, i) (which is not equivariant), 
and X is equipped with a commutative separable algebra structure in 
Rep;(G). So, in Rep;(G) every object is canonically a quotient of a sum of 
objects equipped with a separable algebra structure and one can see that 
every map between two objects arises from a map between their canonical 
presentations. 
Item (3) means that if V is a vector space with an action of G induced 
by a permutation representation of G on the basis, then every equivariant 
map k + I/ is a linear combination of vectors of the basis which are fixed 
under the action of G. 1 
Our aim is to prove that in fact the above properties characterize the 
categories of linear representations of prolinite groups over any separably 
closed field k as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Let Y be a small category enriched over finite dimensional 
k-vector spaces and suppose that: 
(1) Yf is compact closed and exact (thus abelian); 
(2) there exists an exact, strong monoidal and faithful functor 
o : Y -+ k-Vect; 
(3) the objects of Y equipped with a commutative separable algebra 
structure generate; 
(4) if X is equipped with a commutative separable algebra structure, 
then the vector space -Ir (I, X) is spanned by the finite set of coalgebra 
homomorphisms I -+ X; 
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then there exists a profinite group G and a strict monoidal equivalence 
Rep;(G) N 9’ 
which identifies CO to the forgetful functor; moreover the functor CO is unique 
up to a natural isomorphism. 
Proof: Since w is strong monoidal and faithful and since k is separably 
closed, the category Sep,(9’“) is equivalent to a subcategory of “Y-; hence 
the composite 
Gal(Y) -+ Y -+ k-VectJ, 
factors through the free vector space functor SE, -+ k-Vectfd. into a functor 
co : Gal(v) -+ SE,. 
Since -tr is compact closed and abelian, from Theorem1 we know that 
Gal(v) is a boolean pretopos and that CO restricts to a pretupos morphism 
which from Section 3, Theorem l(7) reflects isomorphisms; so, 
Gal(Y) 3 SE, is a Galois category, and hence from the characterization 
theorem of Grothendieck (see [SGA-1, p. 1181) we have that there exists 
a prolinite group G and an equivalence 
Gal(v) N Rep;(G) 
which identifies CO :Gal(v) -+ S,, to the forgetful fun&or oG and moreover 
that the fur&or w is unique up to a natural isomorphism. 
It remains to show that everything is determined by wG. From (4) we 
know that CC)~ determines the restriction Sep,(-Y) -+ k-Vect of 8, since if X 
and Y are objects of v equipped with a commutative separable algebra 
structure, then v(X, Y) N r(I, X@ Y) by duality; but property (4) 
ensures that Y(I, X8 Y) is spanned by Gal(Y)(I, X@ Y), So, 
Sep,(v) -+ k-Vect$, is determined by oG and is equivalent to the full sub- 
category of Rep’,(G) determined by the continuous representations of G on 
discrete finite sets. Property (3) then ensures that from oG we can 
reconstruct the whole of CO. i 
Notice that if we drop conditions (3) and (4) in the theorem, we are still 
able to prove that there exists a profinite group G such that Gal(o) is 
isomorphic to oG: [G, Sfinlc -+ S,,( [G, SfiJc being the category of 
continuous representations of G in finite discrete sets); axioms (3) and (4) 
are needed to reconstruct Y as Rep;(G). 
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7. RELATIONS AND SUP-LATTICES 
The construction of the category of relations is a basic one in mathe- 
matics. From the recent developments of category theory it is well under- 
stood that the categories & where the construction of the category Rel(B) 
of relations in 8 can be carried out and the usual elementary properties of 
relations and functions can be proved, are precisely the regular categories 
in the sense of [B], i.e., left exact categories for which kernel pairs have 
pull-back stable coequalizers. Clearly the problem of having an elementary 
characterization of those categories which appear as categories of relations 
arises. In the case of additive relations this problem was first discussed by 
MacLane (see [ML]), and Puppe [P] gave a solution. The more general 
case of relations defined in regular categories has been discussed in the 
Perugia Notes of Lawvere (see [Ll ] ), and Freyd gave a solution to the 
problem of their characterization in terms of the theory of “allegories” (see 
[F 11). Other characterizations have been carried out by various authors, 
including the writer (see [C-W]), but the one contained in [C-W] is basi- 
cally in terms of the abstract notion of a commutative separable algebra 
used here; there the motivations were to have a more transparent heory of 
relations, formulated in the flexible and meaningful language of linear 
algebra; however, the real meaning of the basic axiom we found then 
(which is axiom (D)) was not completely clear to us, unit the discovery of 
the theorem in Section 2. So, we now would like to give a bird%-eye view 
of the axiom in the study of relations with the fuller consciousness given by 
the understanding of it in genuine linear algebra carried out in the last 
sections, referring to the quoted paper for a more detailed study. 
The basic idea is the same as in Section 1: the category of relations is a 
symmetric monoidal category and we still have the regular category 6’ 
embedded not fu& in Rel(b) by means of the graph functor 
r : 6 --, Rel(&); 
r is a strong monoidal functor and since 6 is Cartesian, it factors through 
the category of cocommutative coalgebras in Rel(b); easily one can check 
that r factor fully and faithfully, which means that a relation is the graph 
of a (unique) function iff it is a coalgebra homomorphism with respect o the 
coalgebra structures given by the graphs of the diagonal and of the terminal 
maps. Again the problem arises of recognizing the coalgebra structure on 
an object X of Rel(b) arising from the diagonal and the terminal in 6 
among all possible coalgebra structures. 
First observe that Rel(b) is not merely a monoidal category, but has the 
richer structure of an order enriched monoidal category, meaning that each 
horn-set is in fact an ordered set and composition and tensor are order 
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preserving in each variable. With this richer structure it is a basic fact that 
a relation R is the graph of a (unique) function iff it has a right adjoint R” 
(R-I R*), i.e., a relation R* in the opposite direction such that 16 RR* and 
R*R < 1. So, a condition on the graphs A X of the diagonal and T, of the 
terminal must be to have right adjoints 77 X and I,. 
This last condition certainly characterizes those coalgebra structures in 
Rel(6) which arise from the diagonal in 6’. So, it looks like we pointed out 
enough structure to be able to characterize those order enriched symmetric 
monoidal categories V which appear as categories of relations: on each 
object X of V should be given a cocommutative coalgebra structure 
Q,:X+XQX and T,:X-+I 
such that A X and T, have right adjoints V X and L,; however, as we start 
to work with this definition we would struggle with the two possibilities we 
have to define the category d of “functions” out of the category -Y of 
“relations”: one is the category of coalgebra homomorphisms with respect 
to the given coalgebra structure on each object, and the other is the 
category determined by the arrows of 9” which have right adjoints; this 
latter is completely determined by V as an order enriched category, 
whereas the first depends upon the tensor product and the choice of the 
coalgebra structure on each object: certainly we neglected part of the 
structure !
One basic question is the uniqueness of the structure of a commutative 
coalgebra on each object of V. In the case of relations there is an elemeu- 
tary condition on the category which ensures the uniqueness of the com- 
mutative separable algebra structure on each object: just observe that in 
the category Rel(b) of relations, the cocommutative coalgebra structures 
on each object X given by the graphs A, of the diagonal and T, of the 
terminal in the base category I enjoy an obvious categorical property, 
namely the A’s and the T’s are the components of lax natural, mono&&xl 
transformations 
n : l,*l,@l, and T: ly-tiZV, 
where IF denotes the constant functor whose value is the identity object 6; 
lax naturality means that for each relation R : X-+ Y we have 
RAY< A,(RQR) and RT,<T,, w-4 
and monoidalness means that 
n xor=(QxoQ.)(loc,.ol) and T,~r=T,QT.; (W 
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moreover the Ith component of T determined as 
T,= 1,. (IdI 
LEMMA 1. Let Y be a symmetric monoidal category enriched over 
ordered sets. If -tr is equipped with a pair of lax natural, monoidal trans- 
formations A : l,* lyQ 1, and T : 1 y =A- I, satisfying axioms (Id) and 
co&t, then such a pair is unique. 
Proof If a ’ and T’ is any other such a pair for which axiom (Id) holds, 
then certainly T = T’ due to lax naturality and axiom (Id); then using again 
lax naturality and monoidalness it is easy to see that the two comultiplica- 
tions on each object are homomorphisms with respect to each other; so, 
having the same counit, the comultiplication version of the Eckman-Iiilton 
argument shows that they are equal.’ i 
We are not yet finished: the category of coalgebra homomorphisms till 
depends on the structure of the tensor product on V, whereas the category 
of arrows with right adjoint depends on the local order of 9’” and it seems 
that we are not yet able to show what is true in categories of relations, A 
relation is a coalgebra homomorphism with respect o the coalgebra struc- 
ture given by the graphs of the diagonal and the terminal maps iff it bas 
a right adjoint. So, we are forced to look for something else we neglected 
and that would allow us to prove such a statement. 
Another basic fact about categories of relations which has not appeared 
yet is the operation of transposition of a relation or, more generally, the fact 
that the symmetric monoidal category of reiations is compact closed, and the 
involution is the identity on objects. From the discussion in Section 1, we 
know that such a structure is equivalent to giving the adjunction arrows 
qx: I-+X0X and Ex:XQX+Z 
satisfying the adjunction equations (see Section 1, (C)). As in the case of 
commutative rings, by defining qX and E, as qX = I, D X and ax = B xTx, 
we can prove that the adjunction equations are verified since also in the 
case of relations the basic equations 
(l@n)(o@l)=oa=(a@l)(l@V) PI 
hold for the graph of the diagonal and its adjoint, as one can easily verify. 
Notice that due to the adjunction a -+ V, we already have that V @, 6 
(~3@l)(l@V): from the coassociativity n(~J@l)=n(l@n) of n 
and from the adjunctions a -+ V and (10 ~2 ) -+ (10 V ) we get the 
1 This argument has been basically suggested by G. M. Kelly 
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claimed inequality. Notice also that one of the two equations (D) forces the 
other. 
The axioms which emerge from the above discussion are summarized by 
the following: 
DEFINITION 1. A symmetric monoidal category Y enriched over 
ordered sets is called a “bicategory of relations” when it is equipped with 
two lax natural, monoidal transformations 
a :lv@l, and T: l,*I, 
satisfying the following axioms: 
(1) the components JI X and T, satisfy the equations for a cocom- 
mutative coalgebra; 
(2) T,=l,; 
(3) each component A, and T, has a right adjoint c7 X and 1,; 
(4) the inequality given by coassociativity and adjointness is in fact 
an equality : 
In [C-W] it is shown that the above definition is correct: in a bicategory 
of relations V we can prove that an arrow is a coalgebra homomorphism 
iff has a right adjoint, iff the transpose is a right adjoint; moreover, modufo 
a “functional. completeness” axiom (see Sect. 4, Definition 2) we can show 
that the subcategory b= Map(V) of Y determined by coalgebra 
homomorphisms (equivalently by arrows with right adjoint) is a regular 
category and that Rel(8) N Y. It can also be proved that the above defini- 
tion is a bit redundant, since it is not hard to see that coassociativity and 
cocommutativity of a X follow from lax naturality, monoidalness, and 
axiom (3): since every arrow with right adjoint is in fact a strict coalgebra 
homomorphism, we get: aXA,,,= n,(~I,@n,); so from the 
monoidalness of LI we get 
from which using the counit we can prove cocommutativity and 
coassociativity. The above discussion motivates the following: 
DEFINITION 2. An adjoint commutative separable algebra in.an order 
enriched, symmetric monoidal category Y is a cocommutative coalgebra 
a :X-+XQX and T:X-+I 
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such that: 
(A) a and T have right adjoints D and I ; 
(D) the inequality given by coassociativity of a and by the adjunc- 
tion n--i V is in fact an equality 
Notice that from the above axioms it follows that the unit 1 d n D of 
the adjunction is an equality, 
AV=l, NJ) 
since ao=a(l@l)V<n(T_L@l)V=n(T@1)(1@1)o=l. 
If Y is an order enriched symmetric monoidal category, let us define the 
Adjoint Galois Category of Y to be the order enriched, symmetric 
monoidal category Gal”(Y) given by adjoint commutative separable 
algebras in %‘” and lax coalgebra homomorphisms between them. From the 
above discussion on relations we have that Gal”(Rel(b)) N Rel(&); the 
above definition is further supported by the following lemma, whose proof 
follows from [C-W, Remark 4.7 and Remark 2.9(iv)] and [J-T, Chap. V, 
Sect. 51, noting that by Prop. 1, p. 35 of [J-T], the arrow T : X+ I is 
automatically open once it admits an adjoint: 
LEMMA 2. (1) If d is an exact category and Ord(b) is the order 
enriched symmetric monoidal category of ordered objects in d and ideals 
between them, then 
Gal”(Ord(b)) N Rel(d); 
(2) If 6 is an elementary topos and SL(&) is the order enriched 
symmetric monoidal category of sup-lattices in &, then 
GaY(Sl(&)) 1: Rel(b). 
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